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0 of 1 review helpful If you enjoyed my sentence By Customer This is a fundamental introductory book on motion 
pictures as seen by a movie enthusiast Extremely wordy in an attempt to tie various subjects drawn from an extensive 
bibliography list this book strives to provide an erotetic medium for the reader but leans toward the writer s definition 
of art Holy cow That last sentence describes the book well but isn t Philosophy of Motion Pictures is a first of its kind 
bottom up introduction to this bourgeoning field of study Topics include film as art medium specificity defining 
motion pictures representation editing narrative emotion and evaluation Clearly written and supported with a wealth of 
examples Explores characterizations of key elements of motion pictures ndash the shot the sequence As the very first 
introduction to philosophy of film hellip The Philosophy of Motion Pictures is ideal for generating new and wider 
philosophical interest in film as a technologically evolving art form nbsp hellip The book does beautifully what a 
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